
THE PAIN 

 

Who offers himself or he offers himself for others, for a cause, here it acquires to the 

eyes of God a such value, that the person that submits himself to this offer can never 

understand. Try to welcome the pain, don’t to turn it in desperation, because the 

desperation doesn't program anything. Who welcomes he sows and picks up. You 

people can't understand and won't ever understand the pain, but you knew how many 

deserves it collects for you and others! It is a mechanism, it’s a mystery that the 

human mind cannot understand, but that in the eyes of God takes a inextinguishable 

value. It is the price paid for others, for those that do not believe and don’t believe 

that this gift of God can redeem many people and bringing them to faith, to the 

recovery and to all that "passages" spiritual that instead it involves. It is a free pass 

for many situations, because that brother suffers and you get a "reward". It could be, 

it may be that many don’t accept this mechanism, this way that God accepts from 

every creature, but God accepts this gift and takes it for all those situations that need 

to be arranged for the good of each. It’s a permit for a lot of situations, because that 

brother suffers and you makes use of a "reward." It could be, it can be that many 

don't accept this mechanism, this way that God accepts from every creature, but God 

welcomes this gift and picks it for all those situations that must have fix for the good 

of each. The man with his own mind cannot understand the value of this ransom, but 

if then for generosity finds then an arid ground that nothing can bear fruit. Tell it to 

how many brothers you will meet in the pain this things. The acceptance of the pain 

is as if the creature presented a great basket of flowers to God and offered Him. Don’t 

think to other when the pain touches you nearby, offer it and enough! To the rest God 

thinks. He will make it to become resurrection for you and for others. Don't sadden 

yourself sun, you that you are tired and oppressed, your God you will lift  from every 

situation, if you will have trust in Him. To Him nothing is impossible! Often turn the 

look to the Sky, He has his tense ear and He always listens to the prayer of the 

humble person. Invoke Him and you will have answer. He won't disappoint you. Shout 

it to your brothers; He is a "good and merciful God, slow to the anger and rich of 

grace». 
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